Model names parallel the sequence of modules described in the text (Eq. 1). Each string (delimited by underscores) corresponds to one module or fit algorithm (typically the last string in the sequence). Models detailed in the Results are listed first, followed by the entire set tested in the study.
Static nonlinearities (input compression or spike nonlinearity)
Model names parallel the sequence of modules described in the text (Eq. 1). Each string (delimited by underscores) corresponds to one module or fit algorithm (typically the last string in the sequence). Models detailed in the Results are listed first, followed by the entire set tested in the study.
Gumbel sigmoid, initial condition right shifted Decaying exponential Variable hard threshold Non-parametric 2-dimensional nonlinearity (15 x 15 bins) Non-parametric 2-dimensional nonlinearity (10 x 10 bins) First-order polynomial (ie, linear rescaling) Second-order polynomial Early stopping by splitting estimation data in half.
Fit algorithm supplements
Sample 10 random intial conditions, coordinate descent for 10 steps, 10% growth, choose best. 
